Why Designers Choose Print
Reason #3:

PRINT
Communicates
When the Affordable Care Act
was first enacted, Kaiser
Permanente needed to
communicate the benefits of
its health plans to a large pool
of new prospective clients.
Print played a big part in their
marketing efforts.
“Healthcare in general is very
daunting,” explains Amber
Podratz, Senior Creative
Strategist for Kaiser Permanente.
“In these complex information
spaces, print allows us to lay
things out in a way that
consumers can easily follow
and understand, so they get
the information they need to
make an informed choice.”
To get the facts about

PRINT
visit ChoosePrint.org.

To learn more about how print helped Kaiser Permanente increase their
membership, scan the code or visit http://bit.ly/KaiserPrint
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to communicate with this pool of prospective
new customers, they turned to print.
PRINT MAKES COMPLEX INFORMATION ACCESSIBLE

Kaiser started by creating pop-up retail stores where consumers could learn about Kaiser Permanente as well as the
Affordable Care Act in general. When people came in to
the stores they were given a packet of helpful information
to take home with them.

“Much of our material deals with rates and charts,” Amber
says. “When this is online you can’t go line by line and
compare things. You have to see it in person and be able
to point to it and direct your eye along the page. In these
complex information spaces, print allows us to lay things
out and communicate in a way that consumers can easily
follow and understand, so they get what they need to make
an informed choice.”
PRINT CAN COMMUNICATE IN A PERSONALIZED WAY
Amber and her team also used direct mail to drive local
residents to these stores. Everything from the list to the
images and the text was targeted specifically for the demographics and identity of each store’s neighborhood.
“Knowing the demographics of each community also led
us to produce a lot of materials in other languages,” Amber
adds. “This was important, especially for a complex subject
like health care. Our direct mail program was very successful,
and I think that allowing prospects to see something in their
native language so that they knew we were truly communicating with them made a big difference.”
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